Where is the battery on a 2011 dodge avenger

I have a dodge Avenger. The battery is hidden behind the bumper, in front of the drivers front
wheel. To get at the battery I need to remove the drivers front tire and plastic wheel well
housing. Do I need to all this to charge it , or can I hook my charger to the boost posts on top?
Yes you can charge it on boost posts it's same thing you do it when you hook the jumping if
you need start your vehicle. Neal answered 3 years ago. DDAvenger answered about a year ago.
It may take a little longer to charge since the voltage has to travel further to the battery. To get
at the battery I need to remove the drivers front tire and plastic wheel well housin My keyless
entry is on the fritz. It works sometimes then other times not. When I unlock my car door with
the key the alarm goes off, when I start the car it stops but it's real I'm trying to change my tire
on the front left side but I wanna know if I can use a 65 R16 tire on a 60 R16 rim???? The battery
was changed before the alternator. So the new battery got killed. Auto store recharged it. Just
changed alternator and battery and car wont turn over what do i do? I have a different car.
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to auto zone and got a battery and alternator check and they came back good and a diagnostic
test and got the codes P random misfire detected, P O2 circuit low voltage bank1 sensor1 and P
fuel system lean bank 1. Keith answered 2 months ago. The bank 1 code is for the top o2 sensor
connected to the cat converter. Be sure to check on your mass air flow sensor as well. First I
tried to start the car it attempted to crank but the shut off gave it a jump it came right on then I
drove the car to let the battery charge up and it started to jerk with a blinking engine I have a
Dodge avenger and I am unable to locate the location of the starter, if someone could please
help me I would be super grateful. I have a dodge avenger and the ABS and brake lights are on.
Kimmiaco about a minute ago Best Answer Dodge avenger won't crank. Replaced the battery
and starter. Still nothing. I can use starter fluid Ignition alone, nothing. Is it the star Hi my dodge
avenger rt is turning over and getting spark but won't start plz help. I have a different car.
Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of
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Related Questions. Start a new Dodge Avenger question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple,
secure transaction. Get Started. Search Dodge Avenger Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know
more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. Honda City helped
make these videos. The video above shows you how to replace the battery in your Dodge
Avenger. We recommend changing the battery in Dodges every 4 years. Although some
batteries last much longer, most batteries begin breaking down chemically after four years, so
you could experience dimmer headlights and other negative effects before you have a dead
battery in your Avenger that you need to replace. Replacing the battery in your Avenger

involves removing the terminals. When you reconnect the terminals, your radio presets are
likely to be cleared out. In some Avengers, you may need to re-enter a security code to get your
radio to work again. Check for this code in your owners manual - it will usually be either a
sticker or small card in the booklet. If you can't find it, call Dodge and they will give you the
code for free. In many Dodges, the transmission "learns" how you drive over time and makes
adjustments, so you may experience altered driving dynamics as your car re-learns your driving
style after changing the battery. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers
how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the
majority of cars on the road. Car companies often use the same engines in different cars. They
also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks
to help offset development costs. Our system selects the most applicable video for your car
based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car,
but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for
the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over ,
videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Set the clock to the correct time. Is the
clock in your car ahead or behind? Learn how to set it here! Seal minor power steering fluid
leaks. See how to seal up minor power steering fluid leaks. Determine if your air filter is dirty.
Learn where your air filter is located and how to determine if it needs to be changed. See all
videos for the Dodge Avenger. We have a massive and growing video library, but we don't have
everything I bought a Dodge Avenger in March of Everything was good until February , when
one bitter cold day in Michigan, my car wouldn't start. That was the beginning of my problems.
Has been to the dealership twice for not starting. Have had the battery replaced three times from
my mechanic warranted in the past two years. Had a Viper Alarm System installed after
someone trying to steal my car in July , which made the battery problem even worse!!! So over
5 years, I've been through hell not knowing when my car wouldn't start, for whatever reason. It's
always been bad during the winter months! As soon as it got cold this season a few weeks ago ,
it started all over again. All summer long after I got my alarm system disconnected, no problems
starting at all. Now, I have to start my car in the evening, to make sure it starts in the morning. I
am so tired of this! And now my engine light is on which could be a good sign , because it could
finally give us a diagnosis. My mechanic will be looking at it in a couple of days, but I have a
warranty on it as long as I own it, and I'm ready to just dump this car to my local dealership and
tell them to fix it ONCE and for ALL, and I need a loaner, because it's going to take them a long
time to find the problem. My mechanic hasn't charged me anything to help me with my car I just
want to go to the dealership with some insight of what the problem is. I think it is an electronic
ignition problem, but what do I know! Or it could be something as simple as a blown fuse, but
what dealership wants to go through all that testing???? That's what a warranty is all about!
This started months a go I would cut the key off sitting in the car, I would here clicking noise.
Then the battery would be down in the morning took it in was told it was the battery. Bought
new battery, and 6 months later same thing. Bought another new battery ,six months later same
thing. Took battery back three times and was told battery was good. Suggested to take to an
electrician shop, did that and was told the electrical system never turns off so it's draining the
battery, and would cost around a thousand dollars. Now will have to charge each morning. If
you have a for-profit service, contact us. Most Common Solutions: not sure 2 reports. Find
something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page.
Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this Avenger problem yet. Be the first! Find
a good Dodge mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free
service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Not what you are
looking for? Search for something else:. So I've got this Avenger with a battery draw. Had a mA
draw from cluster. Replaced cluster and rechecked. All good. Comes back a week later with
battery draw concerns. Found mA draw from cluster. Replaced cluster again and rechecked all
good. Let it sit in the lot for a day and rechecked. Let it sit another 3 days and rechecked. All
good again. Released car to the customer and it came back today with a dead battery. I am
currently charging the battery and will check it later. I am finding the source of the draw by
using a parasitic load tester, pulling fuses, and verifying by unplugging the cluster. The second
time I had all of the data line connectors unplugged from the cluster and unplugged everything
on the LIN bus line to make absolutely sure. We are getting the clusters from Dodge. Appear to
be remanufactured and I'd guess preprogrammed. Have not been programming them. Pulling
fuses on todays vehicle is a poor if not unusable way to isolate draws. Too many modules get
either woke back up or possibly exhibit conditions they normally would not if power had not
been interrupted. Much better to use a voltmeter on each fuse and check for any voltage drop.
Check out some videos on using this technique. I've never thought about disconnecting
communication wires to isolate the draw. Very interesting! I'll have to remember that. I agree

completely Tim. As Tim mentions in his post, the cluster may be getting woke up as an effect
and not the cause of the root problem. There will be lots of U-codes and B-codes right after a
battery run down naturally butâ€¦. That is great!! What a way to quickly and accurately tell if a
draw is occurring right now! Thank you for the tip. As an aside, do you ever use a micro amp
clamp to snoop out jabbering modules? That would be a cool technique to learn! Thanks again
Mr. What about this? Have you considered the cluster may have corrupted data like Mr. Hobbs
talked about? I am out of my element here, but I wonder if a simple programming might solve
the problem? Just thinking out loud here. I have seen too many issues show up by pulling fuses
as a testing method. For example, I recently had a GM product that would not show the
excessive draw until the vehicle had been started and run for at least 20 seconds and then shut
off and waiting 20 minutes for the modules to go to sleep. Just turning the key on and then off
again would not cause the excessive draw to show up. Pulling fusesâ€¦. Have you checked the
center console ajar switch? Unfortunately the only way I've confirmed this previously has been
with a CAN Bus analyzer through the factory tool, but you can also use something like P-can
view to do the same. I did unplug the center console switch and the draw was still present.
Checking it out this morning with an amp clamp and doing voltage drop across fuses. Have only
a 10mA draw and no voltage drop on any fuse. I don't think anything is waking the cluster up
because I had all the data lines unplugged last time. Rechecked by unplugging the cluster and
seeing the draw disappear then plugging itâ€¦. Which connector did you disconnect? As others
have mentioned, I believe the cluster being the source of the draw is actually the symptom not
the cause. Disconnected them all in reverse sequence c4,c3,c2,c1. Waited in between each
connector for some kind of time out to potentially happen. C1 made the draw disappear. It has
the Batt FD fuse. Have you looked at pin 2 of C1 on a diagram? It powers like 5 different
components. One of those could be a culprit. Some modules will still output ref voltage key off
depending on the systems involved. Scoped itâ€¦. It was asleep. I forgot to mention it. The only
option this car has from the C pin 2 connector is the center bezel lamp. It was unplugged last
time as well. Ok so if I follow correctly, you havnt seen the draw since the car has came back
this time? The first comeback could have been indeed another faulty cluster. This time it could
simply be a bad battery. If you have covered all your bases with the current draw, I would test or
just replace the battery. Or maybe a charging system problem. Charged the battery for a day
and it failed the load test. Replaced the battery hooked up the parasitic load tester, then went for
a drive to make sure everything was awake. Left the meter on it all weekend with no draw found.
This is the second battery I've put in during the draw situation. What if the customer is doing
something to the vehicle? Seems like it's good with you but when yo
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u give it back, the battery dies. Are they installing something? Doing something different with
the vehicle? Just some out of the box thinking here. This trip turned out to have no draw.
Checked multiple times. Just a bad battery. Thanks for all the help! P â€” System Voltage Low.
Battery Draw. Anyone ever run into this? A string of bad clusters or am I missing something?
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